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ARTE DOMINICANO:
“Alette Simmons-Jiménez, A Young and Restless Artist”
By Marianne de Tolentino
Since arriving from the US, her native land, where she received solid university studies in art, Alette SimmonsJimenez has demonstrated a prolific and restless talent.
In Santo Domingo, when a young artist comes from a foreign country one tends to doubt her academic credentials.
Alette past the test. Her first one-person show demonstrated the quality of the classes she received and how she
used this knowledge to her advantage. Another prerequisite often used in our artistic environment is that the
foreign artist adapts sufficiently with Dominican cultural elements so that these influences begin to impregnate the
artistic work in aspects of theme and color. Also, Alette crossed this hurdle... maybe with too much conviction even
to the point of sacrificing provisionally her own personality.
Even so, we consider this as a positive phase, or a process of integration. Later the artist found the balance
between personal temperament, Dominican components, and universal reality. She has maintained this cultural
fusion with an increasingly natural curiosity and an inclination towards the experimental. As most artists who work
in other visual categories, she practices, with obvious pleasure and invention, sculpture, engraving, design and
execution of “pieces” of art. Even more, we note a tendency towards mixed media, towards combinations of
materials, towards the realization of works full of unexpected ideas.
Today in “La Galeria” Alette Simmons-Jimenez lets her creative imagination go, where not only do themes vary but
also the size and shape, little worry goes to tradition. In this case, fantasy is not synonymous with a lack of
coherence. Certainly, the artist has a figurative schematic very well known, that she knows how to multiply or
repeat with overall unity. No one mistakes her faces, 3-dimensional or 2-dimensional, neatly cutout, with brush
strokes or the bite of a saw. Faces, simultaneously in profile and straight-on, in light and in shadow, with almond
shaped eyes and voluptuous mouths. As with her generation Alette Simmons-Jiménez is attracted to “revivals”,
the artistic passage through the tunnel of the recent past. Her women, young, elegant, smiling observers, evoke
the Art Deco years – a style that seems to fascinate Alette – the Charleston, a step in the advancement of the
female condition. The schematic of the figure lies within the lines of the past cubist or the absorption of Cubism into
the total vision of the arts, without forgetting Constructivism and the Bauhaus. In this way we see the “revival” of
that era, with its passion for furniture design, focusing artistic creativity in paintings as well as in accessories, the
“one-of-a-kind” piece, the headboard of a bed – sensuous, rhythmic, geometric.
We would say that Barroqueism integrates itself less in the actual image of the works than in the introduction – as
we mentioned - of somewhat strange materials. Yes, Alette manages with pleasure “collage”, being close to
assemblage and sculptural paintings. Wood, metal, glass, wire, lace, feed her imagination and her creativity. Even
natural plant seeds ... But we should point out the impeccable character of the components and extra added
pictorial compliments. It’s also obvious that Alette Simmons-Jiménez does not reject the inclination of fashion as
art, nor that of graphic advertising.
In a few words, her involvement, her versatility, her enthusiasm does not permit her to frame herself in one
tendency or one exclusive esthetic solution. On the same level as her contemporaries of the late 70’s and the
80’s, adept at “new images”, Alette Simmons-Jiménez knows how to play seriously... knows how to express herself
with complete freedom. Even though she’s living in Santo Domingo, she’s interested in producing a lasting art

that shuns the exhibitionism of the transavantguarde.

